Three insider secrets to quickly double your patient base through speaking, the introverted way
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This presentation aims at showing you how to do talks/workshops to quickly grow your acupuncture practice quickly, so you don’t always have to “put yourself out there” marketing. Have you tried to do talks to grow your practice, but get discouraged when people don’t show up? Isn’t it frustrating when people tell you “great talk!” but you never hear from them again? Speaking is one of the fastest ways to show up, do a talk, and grow your practice quickly in 1 hr than you would from a month of networking. In this presentation the participants will learn: Three insider secrets that make speaking and growing your acupuncture practice easy (even if you’re an introvert); The #1 most overlooked way to fill up your talks; the key to creating a talk that educates people and grows your practice effortlessly and; how to use speaking to easily double (even triple!) your impact & income, without having to do a lot of marketing.
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Chen Yen is an expert in helping Acupuncturists and Holistic Practitioners to attract a steady flow of clients (without having to do as much marketing). She came from “the other side” as a Pharmacist and kept a secret to herself about what she really thought of drugs. She then started and grew a business from 0 to 7 figures the introverted way, in less than 5 years. She is no longer hiding behind her secret and is excited to now be living her passion. It’s time that our healthcare system is integrated, and people stop depending on drugs when they don’t really work! Her mission is to wake up the planet and change the way we treat illness and health. As the Founder of Fill My Holistic Practice, she especially enjoys showing introverted holistic practitioners how to grow fulfilling 6 and 7-figure practices on their terms, without having to do it the exhausting extroverted way.
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